An Overview on Low-Level Laser Therapy (LLLT) & Cooling Laser Therapy (C.L.T.) in Medical Engineering
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Abstract: Some essential methods for overcoming the skin problem during laser therapy are Low-Level Laser Therapy and Cooling Laser Therapy in cooling the most superficial layers of the skin. Although melanin absorption will result in heat production during laser exposure, cooling the epidermis can prevent its temperature elevation from exceeding the threshold for thermal injury. L.D.C. is a technique for laser cooling of small particles. Low-Level Laser Therapy (LLLT), consisting of Low-intensity radiation in specific wavelengths, has been discussed to trigger cellular proliferation and differentiation through molecular mechanic mechanisms. This work studied the propagation of the laser beam into biological tissue such as the brain and skin by the Monte Carlo method. What is generally accepted is that the energy density required is very small, and the transmit power is less than 0.6 Watts
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1. Introduction

Laser cooling consists of several techniques in which atomic and molecular samples are cooled down to near -273 centigrade. The laser cooling technique's root is based on the fact that when an atom absorbs and reflexes a photon, its momentum would be changed for those particles. Also, their thermodynamic temperatures are proportional to the variance in their velocities [1-5]. This means more homogeneous velocities between two particles related to a lower temperature. There are several various methods for laser cooling such as Doppler cooling [5-14], Sisyphus cooling: Resolved sideband cooling, Raman sideband cooling, Velocity selective coherent population trapping (VSCPT), Gray molasses, Cavity mediated cooling, Use of a Zeeman slower, Electromagnetically induced and transparency (EIT) cooling, and Anti-Stokes cooling in solids. Laser cooling methods; make the atomic spectroscopy via adding mechanical effect to create the uniform velocity distribution of the particles. Consequently, the effect will reduce the thermal movements in atoms with external force via a laser beam. Generally, this kind of cooling is produced for reducing the temperature of a di-atomic gas and its velocity in any beams. Light affects atomic motion when the atoms absorb or emit photons. The momentum of Photons is \( p = h/\lambda \), where \( \lambda \) is the light's wavelength, and when an atom absorbs or emits a photon, the atom's momentum has to be changed through a value equal to the photon momentum [2, 5]. By any absorption or emission, by a tiny kick to atoms, their velocity will be changed, and for all atoms, this changing is about a few millimeters, while for
the atom gases, the changing of speed is about several hundred up to a thousand meters per second. Anyway, repeated absorption and emission of photons might be having a huge effect on even hot atomic gases or beams. In the 1970s, researchers investigated techniques for cooling atoms to very low temperatures using laser light (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1. (A) The atom moving away from the laser and does not absorb the photon (red-shifted); (B) The stationary atom that can not absorb the photon (neither red- nor blue-shifted); (C) The atom re-emits a photon including no changing in momentum with several absorption-emission; (D) An atom moving towards the laser sees it blue-shifted and absorbs the photon, slowing the atom

1.1. Laser Doppler Cooling (L.D.C.).

L.D.C. is a technique for laser cooling of small particles. This method is based on a subsequent spontaneous photons emission where lead to light forces, and these forces become velocity-dependent through the Doppler effect [6-13]: an absorption resonance of an atom or ion is shifted, e.g., towards lower frequencies when the particle is moving towards the light source. For example, a beam of atoms in a vacuum cell can be cooled with a counter-propagating single beam, the frequency of which is first chosen to be higher than the atomic resonance; therefore that only the fastest atoms can absorb photons. During photon absorbance, the atoms are in an excited state and return to the original state by spontaneously emitting a photon. These photons are radiated in several orientations, so the results of their kicks average to zero [7,8]. For single atoms, another similarly-tuned beam can be added, targeted in the opposite form, for cooling those atoms moving in the opposite orientation. Then, no matter the orientation of an atom's speed, one or two beams oppose the speed and slow the atom (Scheme 2). Consequently, the beam frequency of the laser is decreased, so that very slower atoms participate in the interaction, and then, all atoms have a largely decreased velocity. These liaise to a down temperature, supposing that thermal equilibrium can be reestablished. Further sweeping changes of the laser frequency are several atomic resonances through a spatially varying magnetic field.

Doppler cooling (DC effect) might also be applied in optical molasses. The minimum temperature accessible with DC effect is named the Doppler limit. In some items, the Doppler limit has been interpreted as Sisyphus cooling [12, 13]. In the 1970s, researchers discovered the use of lasers for providing cool atoms to temperatures above absolute zero[11,14]. A few papers from that era, all published in Physical Review Letters, highlight some important steps in developing the technology. In 1978, researchers cooled ions somewhat below 50 Kelvin; ten
years later, neutral atoms had gotten a million times colder to 40 micro kelvins. In addition, the fundamental explored based on the force of laser light applied to atoms to slow them down [13-15], which is known as a new quantum form of matter called a Bose-Einstein condensate and modern atomic clocks and at least two Nobel prizes.

The fundamental reason to cool atoms—that is, reduce the velocity of atomics motion—was to allow more accurate measurement of atomic spectra. In 1978 Dave Winel and his team pursued theoretical approaches and managed to laser cool magnesium ions [14-16]. They limited the ions in an electromagnetic lasso and hit them with a laser beam to a frequency close to "resonance" frequency of those ions. At relaxation time, the ions absorb several photons at these resonance frequencies, and they move toward the beam, but its lower frequency appears. These photons slow down the ions until the cooling effect is balanced via the small heating. In other words, it causes emitting or absorbing a photon in any orientation that would ultimately limit the cooling possible with this (so-called Doppler cooling technique) if the laser frequencies are tuned to be slightly lower than those atoms moving against the laser beam [16-18].

1.2. Sisyphus cooling laser.

Sisyphus cooling is a kind of laser cooling of atoms used to reach temperatures below the Doppler condition. This approach was first investigated by Claude Cohen-Tannoudji (Nobel Prize in Physics) in 1989 via Na atom that cooled below the Doppler position in optical molasses. Sisyphus laser can be achieved via two orthogonal polarization laser lights inside an atom. Consequently, atoms move through the different potentials along with the standing kinetic energies to a higher potential, at which point optical pumping moves them back to a lower energy state, thus lowering the atom's total energy. This description of Sisyphus cooling is largely based on Foot's description (Scheme 3).
Scheme 3. Sisyphus cooling: The atoms are running against the potential energy, become excited into a higher band, fall back into a low-energy state.

The counter-propagation or (lin perp lin) configuration, produces a polarization wave between two states (phase difference=\(\pi/2\)) of \(\sigma^{\pm}\) the gradient that occurs over a length scale of \(\lambda^2\), and then repeats, mirrored about the \(y-z\) plane. For an atom between ground state \((J_1=1/2)\) and excited state \((J_2=3/2)\), the \(M_J\) sublevels are \((M_J=\pm 1/2)\) and \((M_J=\pm 3/2)\), for ground and excited states, respectively. In the field-free case, all of these energies for each \(J\) amount are degenerate, but in the presence of a circularly polarized light field, the Autler-Townes effect lifts this degeneracy. This polarization applies a spatially-dependent slowing force to the atom. Laser cooling is closely connected with the trapping of atoms due to their slowed-downs before they can be held in a trap and must often be trapped to observe laser cooling. Such phenomenon consists of cold, trapped ions arranging themselves into a crystal (Due to the electrical repulsion among the ions).

1.3. Low-Level Laser Therapy (LLLT).

The photobiological-photochemical phenomena arising from laser effects in human tissues have the same photosynthesis mechanism in plants. Theoretically, the radiation red or near-infrared spectrum makes stimulation of mitochondria [19]. Characteristic examples of chromophores are observed in chlorophyll, hemoglobin, Cytochrome Oxidase C (COX), myoglobin, flavo-proteins, and porphyrins [20]. The photoreceptor molecules of mitochondria, on which laser radiation seems to act as a photo-stimulant, can trigger a series of photochemical reactions, which in turn can cause changes in cellular metabolisms, such as protein signaling. The function photoreceptors are COX, the last enzyme in the electron transport chain of mitochondria. Those photoreceptors are NADPH oxidase, Nitric Oxide (NO), cytochrome family "aa and aa3 quinol oxidase", while the key photoreceptors are the molecule of COX. LLLT mechanism in respiratory re-start via NO release through Fe ions and Cu-COX, \(O_2\) recapture, and ATP production increase. It must be noted that the release of NO under the influence of low-power laser radiation is affected by other cell storages (hemoglobin and myoglobin proteins) which capture NO [21]. In addition, LLLT, induces the synthesis of transcription agents. This system is arranged through increasing ROS production, which causes the increased output of hydroperoxide anion and finally increased concentration of hydrogen peroxide [22]. The initial reactions that have been accomplished in the mitochondria can be followed via a collection of chains that appear in the cell resulting in cellular homeostasis. So, change is observed in the pH, in the concentration of intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\), in the ATP and the cAMP, as well as in the redox potential. The situation described above, which has been
supposed to be a possible interpretation of the effect of radiation on tissues, is quite complicated, promoting tissue reproduction, preventing cell death, analgesic action, and relieving neurogenic pain (laser acupuncture), anti-inflammatory activity, etc. The synthesis of DNA and RNA and the increase of cell proliferation is induced by the increase of the intracellular Ca2+ concentration provoked by LLLT activity on the Ca2+ channels [23].

Notwithstanding what has been illustrated above regarding the mechanisms by which LLLT exerts its bio-stimulatory action, the real mechanism that causes analgesia has not been identified. It has been believed that the laser light selectively stimulates the free nerve endings, which are placed in the superficial sheets of the skin.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Simulation model.

COMSOL Multiphasic Simulation Software has been used to model the system, which consists of thermal conduction and formulated based on Fourier's transformation. The Heat Transfer Modulation has been used for several tissues, such as the brain. The Brain material with tumors can be defined by densities, conductivities, specific heating, diffusivities, relative permittivity, relative permeability. The COMSOL Multiphasic model is converted into an application with its interface using the tools provided with the Application Builder desktop environment. A cylinder 3*3 cm of radius and thickness brain tissue has been provided and heated up to 15 seconds by a 10 W laser (initial temperature was kept 293.15 K). The laser beam is simulated as a heat source with a Gaussian profile (Figure 1). This system uses the built-in Gaussian Pulse functions, which enforces that the integral under the curve equals unity.

![Figure 1. The Gaussian Pulse with location 0 and Standard deviation.](https://doi.org/10.33263/BRIAC125.61846195)

The LITT of Brain Tumors can be modeled by the bio-heat equation in a 3D geometric, using the bioheat transfer application mode with time-dependent in COMSOL 5.1. The heat equation was described as \( \rho C_p \frac{dT}{dt} + \rho C_p u \cdot \nabla T + \nabla q = Q + Q_{bio} \) and \( q = -k \nabla T \) where \( T \) is the temperature (K), and \( C_p \) is the heat capacity \( J/(kg*K) \), \( \rho \) is the density of the brain tissue \( (kg/m^3) \), \( k \) is the thermal conductivity \( W/(m*K) \), \( Q \) is the heat source, is the perfusion and metabolic heat source. Here \( Q_{bio} \) is the perfusion and metabolic heat source and define as \( Q_{bio} = \rho_b C_b \omega_b(T_b - T) + Q_{met} \), where \( \rho_b \) is the blood density, \( C_b \) is specific...
blood heat, \( Q_{\text{met}} \) is the metabolic heat source, \( \omega_b \) is blood perfusion rate, \( T_b \) is the blood flow rate, \( T \) is time (s).

2.2. Monte Carlo simulation.

The main base of simulation in biological tissues is the Monte Carlo method [24]. The Monte Carlo method is applied to simulate light propagation in biological tissue based on the photon propagation in absorption and scattering medium [25-40]. The effects of data can be investigated using Monte-Carlo simulations. In the simple case, the photon is put into an autonomous media, and its movement can be registered up to its scattering. Although the results are extremely precise, this method requires repeated calculations several times for achieving favorable measuring. In other words, stopping for each photon that will scatter until an absorption process finishes it must be consecrated. For this purpose, these photons are given an "initial weight", and gradually, these weights decrease with each move at each scattering position. This investigates the performance of the statistical method, which avoids the computational process of the photons moving several steps to make it just end in absorption procedure [41-47].

2.3. Mechanism of active cooling.

Several methods have been investigated for cooling human skins and other tissue via laser therapy. All methods apply a precooled medium that can be solid, liquid, or gas, brought into contact with the skin surface. A deeper skin segment is cooled by heat diffusion toward the cooled section, with subsequent transfer to the cooling medium. The heat transfer rate across the interface among the skin layers and cooling average depends primarily on the temperature difference between the 2 adjacent layers and other parameters specific to each cooling way. Under most situations, the heat transfer rate is roughly proportional to the temperature difference among the materials. So, cooling efficiency using any method could be adequately characterized through the proportionality constant, termed heat transfer coefficient, and other physical parameters. The rate of heat extraction from human skins is restricted by the stratum corneum, which has a very low thermal conductivity due to its low hydration and low viscous topical hydrating gel can increase stratum corneum conductivities.

Such "passive" cooling reduces heat buildup near the skin surfaces after laser exposure but cannot produce the spatial selectivity required for enhanced epidermal protection during laser exposure. The hydrating gel can be applied with active cooling systems. Contact cooling (CC) of skin is gained through heat conduction into an adjacent precooled solid body. Therapeutic laser exposure is delivered through the sheet, which is pressed against the patient's skin. Contact cooling appears when a highly conductive material, such as sapphire is used for the cooling sheet. When CC is used clinically, a layer including bubbles, hair, fatty acids, water, thick (>25/Lm) hydrating gel may prevent direct contact among the skin surfaces and cooling plates.

Using a sapphire plate cooled to -5°C, the cooling rate is extremely slow compared to that of commercial cryogen spray cooling (CSC). Such sheet temperature state a considerable risk of irreversible skin injuries due to the lack of automated control over the cooling time. In the laboratory, the heat transfer coefficient among sapphire sheets (at 5°C to 10°C) and an epoxy phantom were found a variation of one thousand to ten thousand W/m²k. Although, by increasing the light dosage of epidermal thermal damage, it is critically important to have
control of the induced epidermal cooling. Similar concerns may also be raised with respect to transient freezing of the superficial epidermal sheets using such an aggressive cooling regime.

2.4. Cryogen spray cooling (CSC).

The major cooling approach of CSC is rapid evaporation of cryogen, which extracts latent heat of vaporization from the surrounding environment (Figure 2). Several cryogenic compounds are currently used in dermatology, such as TFE (C2H2F4, known as R134a). It has a boiling point at −25.9°C, which results in a much higher evaporation rate and, therefore, faster heat extraction when compared to chilled water sprays. On release from a pressurized container, liquid cryogen is atomized into a fine spray and directed toward the skin surface a few centimeters away [48-67].

![CSC mechanism for human skin.](image)

When impinging on the skin surface, droplet temperature is typically between −45° and −65°C, depending on the distance between the skin surface and atomizer nozzle design. The CSC provides a rapid, large, and spatially selective epidermal temperature reduction.

3. Results and Discussion

For this simulation, a segmented tissue of the human skin, including stratum-corneum, epidermis, dermis with a thickness between (0.05 – 0.15 cm), can be considered for simulation based on some previous works [13,14]. The first simulation from skin consists of skin 0.1 cm; fat and 0.9 cm; muscle. The absorption coefficient and the scattering coefficient are defined as $\mu_a$ and $\mu_s$, respectively, probability density functions. Their inverse can be explained as the average mean distance for absorption and scattering. The total attenuation coefficient $\mu_t$ is the sum of the absorption coefficient $\mu_a$ and scattering coefficient $\mu_s$, which characterize the interaction of the photon average per unit of path length. The simulated characterize are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Wave length (nm)</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>$\mu_a , \text{cm}^{-1}$</th>
<th>$\mu_s , \text{cm}^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>connective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bone</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lymph tissues</td>
<td>705</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood</td>
<td>695</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epithelial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucous membrane</td>
<td>750</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muscle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skeletal</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smooth</td>
<td>790</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cardiac</td>
<td>830</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nervous</td>
<td>CNS</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The optical parameters of the tissues.
Skin cooling removes heat from the skin to a contact cooling agent such as gas, liquid, and special solids (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Skin cooling schematic.](image)

The CA might be moved along the skin, as in the case of flowing gas or liquid or a moving solid. Therefore, heat removal from the skin is aided by the mass transfer of the heated CA. For spray cooling, the temperature is smaller than skin temperature. Heat is deleted from the skin into the CA via conduction and removed from the liquid CA through evaporation. The contact layer is complete during spray duration and forms in time as the liquid boils and evaporates. For solid contact cooling, it should be either active or passive heat removal from the CA. There is no active heat removal from the CA in the passive item, which results in an average temperature rise after contact with skin. As an example, a cold gel is a passive cooler. Hereafter, we consider only active contact and spray in the cooling system.

Theoretical studies predict that efficient cooling appears when the mass flux of sprayed cryogen matches the evaporation rate at the skin surfaces. Heat conducted from deeper skin substrates is converted directly into latent heat of evaporating cryogen droplets. When the spray flux exceeds the sheet's evaporation rate, a liquid cryogen substrate makes up on the skin surface. Under such conditions, heat must be transported from the skin to the evaporation site through the cryogen layer via conduction and forced convection. The additional thermal barrier imposed by this liquid layer reduces the cooling rate. It is notable that larger and faster droplets, produced by less atomizing spray nozzles, can minimize or prevent the formation of the liquid cryogen layer, leading to increased cooling rates. The cryogen spurt duration and the delay between spurt termination and the laser pulse can be controlled electronically, which results in predictable cooling with reproducible spatial selectivity. This approach provides an unparalleled safety margin with respect to preventing undesirable thermal injury by the laser pulse or frostbite attributable to cooling.

4. Conclusions

A theoretical investigation of parallel cooling and the conditions required to benefit from this cooling method is also presented. The works conclude that various spray cooling is far more effective and favorable than contact cooling.
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